Ensure Secure Sharing &
Protect your Revenue Streams
Locklizard’s document security software prevents unauthorized document sharing and piracy.
It controls access to and use of your information both inside and outside your organization,
so you can securely, and cost effectively, distribute and manage your digital content.
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Stop
Unauthorized
Access

Documents are locked
to specific users and
their devices and
will not work if users
distribute them to
others. You can also
enforce the location
from where they can
be used (e.g. office
only).

Control
Document
Usage

Decide whether
authorized users can
print your documents
and if so how many
times. Stop screen
grabbing, and change
access controls even
after distribution.
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Expire &
Revoke
Documents

Set documents to
automatically expire
after a given no. of
views, prints, days,
or on a fixed date.
Instantly revoke
access to documents
at any stage no matter
where they reside.

Log
Document
Activity

See when users
open and print your
documents. Apply
dynamic watermarks
displaying user
information to viewed
and/or printed
information to
discourage sharing of
printed copies.

Locklizard document security software is used worldwide by information publishers either selling content
or ensuring compliance, corporates protecting trade secrets, or providing a controlled method to share their
information, and government agencies concerned over potential misuse of their information.

So what do companies use Locklizard for?
Protection from piracy
& revenue loss

Cost and time
savings

Secure sharing & Trade
secret protection

The drivers that made us go to DRM
for our electronic courses

A greener and more cost effective
means of document distribution

Preventing information leakage

NetMasterClass develops on-line training
courses which cost thousands to produce.
Two days after one course was released they
found it offered for sale on e-bay. That blew
away the costs of development and sales going
forwards in one single hit. They had to take
positive steps to protect their IPR in order to
stay in business.

For 25 years TSD policy was to send out paper
based manuals for its product lines to new
customers. Manuals could take 7-10 business
days from ordering to reach the customer, and
could be copied and distributed outside of their
control. They needed a solution so customers
received instant gratification upon purchase
and achieve a ‘greener’ result.

CCS Companies needed to protect commercial
proprietary documents which they have to
share with clients but also keep secret.
They often have to provide specific individuals
with temporary copies of confidential
documents for their review. It is essential that
they are able to do this without them being
copied or forwarded to unauthorized users.

“

The return on investment to our
company has been immediately evident.
We are now creating new products for
our electronic portfolio without fear of
seeing them being distributed through
unauthorized channels.

”

“

Using Safeguard Enterprise PDF
security has meant the elimination of
many man hours, printing resources
and postage. We currently
estimate that costs have
been cut by over 50%.

”

Start protecting your IPR now. Call us on 800 707 4492 (US) or
+44 (0) 1292 430290 (UK & Europe) or visit www.locklizard.com
to arrange a free 15 day evaluation and/or an online demo.

“

Proprietary documents are
not misplaced, and cannot
be forwarded to the wrong
individuals. You cannot place
a value on that.

”

